Wireframes & Layout
Wireframes

An image or set of images which displays the functional elements of a website or page, used for planning a site's structure and functionality.
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Lorem ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book. It has survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged.

Latest Project: Lorem Ipsum
Lorem ipsum is simply dummy text of the printing and typesetting industry. Lorem ipsum has been the industry's standard dummy text ever since the 1500s, when an unknown printer took a galley of type and scrambled it to make a type specimen book.

Read Case Study

Annotations:
1. The “Spotlight Animation” will contain client testimonials of Company X.
2. The headline for “Latest Project” posting will appear here.
3. An excerpt of text from the “Latest Project” posting will appear here.
4. An excerpt image from the “Latest Project” posting will appear here.
5. This will link directly to the single posting for the “Latest Project.”
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Mockups

A realistic representation of what the website will look like. The final result may look exactly like the mockup, or may have slight variations.
Useful Tools

- http://generator.lorem-ipsum.info/
- https://color.adobe.com/create/color-wheel/
- https://fonts.google.com/
- http://awesome-fontstacks.com/

- https://wireframe.cc/
- https://www.sketchapp.com